Adjectives form a structure of predication made on the base of three components: the semantic component, the predicatíve component and the syntactic component. The semantic component is the base for the adjective to mean and relate with other words; the predicative component is the base for the adjective to créate a predication; and the syntactic component is the manifestation of the other two, that is, the extemal manifestation of the adjective. When an adjective is in a combination the semantic structure of the combination is the display of the structure of meaning in the adjective. Both the semantic component and the predicative component of adjectives need definition and specification. The aim of this article is to analyse the predicative defínition of the adjective and the functions it performs when it enters a combination.
THE MEANING OF ADJECTIVES
Adjectives exist in function of the nouns they are combined with (Martín Mingorance, 1985: 311) . From a semantic point of view adjectives are elements that convey the expression of a particular dimensión which is defined and specified by the noun they are combined with in the linguistic act. Adjectives are the expression of an open dimensión of meaning not defined or specified in itself but with possibilities of definition and specification at any of its points. Adjectives are elements of meaning that need definition as to the meaning they convey, and specification as to the extent of the meaning they convey. From a semantic point of view adjectives can be analysed as elements of meaning having denotation ^, but lacking definition and specification of the meaning they convey, lacking determination', and lacking designation". Adjectives do not exist in themselves but in terms of the elements they are combined with, that is, in terms of the nouns they are combined with which act as the heads of the combination where adjectives appear.
THE COMBINATION OF ADJECTIVES
When adjectives appear in combination they are the base of the relationships of signifícation in the combination where they appear. From a syntactic point of view adjectives perform two functions which have to do with the potential capability of combination of adjectives, that is, with the predicativo forcé of adjectives: the attributive function and the predicative function. In both cases, the adjective is the element that creates a predication ^, that is, the element that creates a state of affairs * with different relationships of signification between the components of the denotation of both the noun and the adjective. Both denotations are different states of affairs with capability of designation in the things in the world. In the combination they are decomposed in the component parameters of meaning making up the state of affairs that they potentially denote and are rearranged so as to denote a new state of affairs. The predicative relationships of signification established in the combination of adjectives is a series of relationships of signification established by adjectives on other series of relationships of signification. The combination of adjective plus noun is a new predication, a new state of affairs made up on the States of affairs given by noun, taking the adjective as the base of the new meaning conveyed.
THE PREDICATIVE FORCÉ OF ADJECTIVES
Adjectives have capability of combination and predication. They are elements that accept within their own stracture of meaning the parameters of meaning of other elements of meaning, thus forming a structure of predication. They are predicates which accept within their own structure of predication the complex relationships of signification that nouns can contribute with to the combination. The result is a new state of affairs, a new predication, a new set of relationships of signification which primarily consists in the extensión of the parameters of meaning in the adjective. The new predication is made up of the foUowing components: the denotation of the noun with capability of designation and, very important, with capability of determination; the denotation of the adjective, the expression of an open dimensión of meaning which in itself is not defined or specified, but by the mere fact of the combination with nouns is defined as to the meaning it conveys, and specified as to the extent of that meaning. This definition and specification of the dimensión of meaning of the adjective has to do with the determination of adjectives. In themselves adjectives are the expression of potential and abstract relationships of signification; in the combination they acquire the determination that orientates those potential and abstract relationships of signification to things in the real world'; and the predicative forcé of the adjective, the element that puts together both denotations and gives the base for the new state of affairs to exist. The new predication, thus, is a new state of affairs which performs the potentiality of meaning of the elements taking part in the combination, to mean and refer the things in the real world, thus constituting an instrument of communication and an instrument to fulfil the needs of expression of speakers. ' Coseríu (CosERiu, 1985: 248-248) speaks of the deteimination of nouns by speciñc processes with the heip of particular function words, determiners. This process of determination applies as well to adjectives.
Predicatíve character
But the base of the predication is constituted by the adjective. The predicatíve forcé of the adjective is the element that puts together both states of affairs. Adjectives take up the meaning of the noun and intégrate it into their structure of meaning as the execution of one of the parameters of meaning in their own structure of meaning. From a syntactic point of view adjectives perform two predicativo functions: the syntactic attributive function and the syntactic predicativo function. They both have to do with the ordering of words, but have certain semantic implications: the syntactic attributive function stresses the meaning and the function of the adjective, that is, the dimensión of meaning of the adjective and the implicit predicativo forcé of the combination; and the syntactic predicativo function strossos the meaning and the function of the noun, that is, the donotation and the designation of the combination. In the pair of combinations, the oíd house, and the house is oíd, the State of affairs in the attributive function stresses the fact of something being oíd, and, then, specifies that fact restricting it with the specification of the thing predicated. The first aspect predicated is the dimensión of meaning of the adjective, and, then, that dimensión is restricted by the content of another element of meaning which is determined and has (or can have) designation in the real world. It can be paraphrased as «the oldness of the house», or, more preciscly, «the oldness specified by the house». It is the oldness the first thing denoted; in predicativo function, however, the thing meant is primarily the element of meaning with determination and designation in the real world, and, then, it is descríbed with one of the possible characteristics it may have. The paraphrase in this case is tautological: «the house has the characteristic of being oíd». That is, in the attributive function the thing predicated is the content of the adjective, and in the predicativo function it is the content of the noun. It is the contrast between the expression of an open dimensión of meaning defined, specifíed, determined and given designation by the meaning of a noun, and the fact of the existence of a semantic object, determined and with designation, modifíed by the meaning of an adjective.
The most characteristic function and proper to the nature of the adjective, is the attributive function. The adjective acts as if it was the only element predicated, as the element that accepts within its own structure of meaning the meaning of the noun, alteríng it to mean what the adjective does, as the potential dimensión where any possible parameter of meaning can be integrated as part of that dimensión of meaning. This fact is extremely illustrative in Spanish in the case of the so called adjetivo epíteto, la blanca nieve.
The potential capability of the adjective is the element that puts together, alters and integrates the other element of meaning into its own structure of meaning. 'Nieve', in the example, is a mere specification and a restríction of the adjective 'blanca'. Even the determiner in the combination appears as a parameter of meaning in the structure of meaning of the adjective, as the element which extends the meaning of the adjective, giving it an absolute valué: «the whiteness of the snow, the absolute whiteness of the snow, so that the snow is an aspect of the absolute whiteness».
These different predicative ímplications of both syntactic functions can be seen in all kinds of adjectives. Adjectives can be classifíed in accordance with the degree of abstraction of the state of affairs they denote in the language. We can distinguish abstract and concrete adjectives; adjectives establishing an abstract predication, and adjectives establishing a concrete predication. 'Oíd' is a typical concrete adjective. The differences between both syntactic predicative functions can be seen in the abstract predication as well: in, a comprehensive theory, the thing primarily predicated is the character of inclusión of everything essential on the part of the theory, whereas in, a theory which is comprehensive, the condition of including everything essential is only a characterictic of the theory. Other examples, a clear explanation as against the explanation appeared clear; cogent arguments as against his arguments were cogent and coercive. This is perhaps the most direct consequence of the predication established by adjectives considered from the point of view of the semantic Ímplications in the State of affairs in the combination, but the most important role of the predication established by adjectives is the effect they have on the nouns they are combined with. The meaning of the combination of adjective plus noun is made up of the different elements of meaning given by both components, but it is a new one and, in the great majority of cases, it is unique and exists only once. The predication consists in the relationships in meaning established in the combination, that is, it basically consists in the capability of the adjective to accept the components of meaning of the noun within its own structure of meaning, with the resulting alteration produced on the noun. The resulting meaning basically consists of the meaning of the adjective. The predicative forcé of the adjective consists in the capability of establishing telatíonships of signifícation between both components of the combination, and in the alteration of the meaning of the noun it produces. The meaning of the adjective is the guidelines according to which the meaning of the combination is to be interpreted. The meaning of the adjective, consisting especiedly of relationships of signifícation amongst the components that make up their structure of meaning, as against the meaning of the noun consisting of an element denoting a particular kind of object -henee the capability of designation in nouns-, takes up the content of the noun as one of the possible executions of the parameters of meaning in its own structure of meaning. In this respect we can distinguish two predicative functíons performed by the adjective in the combination. The predicative function of definition of the noun, and the predicative function of application of its content on the content of the noun.
The defínition of the state of afTaírs in the noun
The combination of the state of affairs conveyed by the adjective and the State of affairs conveyed by the noun has, as its most immediate result, the application of the content of the adjective on the content of the noun. The result is that the state of affairs of the noun is altered in such a way that the state of affairs of the noun denotes only one kind of the many possible kinds of semantic objects that can be denoted by it. The foUowing examples illustrate this,
...a very goodschool; ...good agricultural land; sheput her goodshoes on; I get very good marks; she speaks good English; ...wanderíng through the West End in search of good theatre (examples from the CoUins Cobuild English Language Dictionaiy).
It is clear, from the knowledge of things in the real world, from the general principies of knowledge, and from the context in these examples, that the communicative purpose in the examples is to remark that there are, respectively, good and bad schools, good and bad agricultura! lands, that she has pairs of good and wom shoes, that there are good and bad marks at school, that the English spoken can be good and bad, and that there is good and bad theatre. In every case the question is to denote those objects, not others, in opposition to all the others. Basically there is not any description in the examples. The possible descriptive character that all these adjectives convey, even in these examples, is blurred because of the fundamental classifying function in them. In / get very good marks there is a descriptive character as well, but the communicative parpóse of the expression is to sepárate and contrast those marks that are very good from those that are not so good. The fundamental predicative function of the adjective in these cases is to classify the kind of possible semantic objects denoted by the noun. The result is an alteration of the meaning conveyed by the noun, that allows us to speak of a classification of the possible objects denoted in it.
The definition of the state of affairs in the noun by the state of affairs in the adjective, something that has to do with the combination of both states of affairs, and can freely be used by spwakers although it is in the language previously performed (the norm of the language, cf. Coseriu, 1982: 94-104) where the most typical examples are to be found, is something that belongs to the predicative nature of adjectives. The predicative function of adjectives is the element that lets créate examples such as, a criminal lawyer, an eager student, as against a hungry man (Bolinger, 1967: 20-21) ; economic problem, accidental death, short circuit, as oposed to, a truthful person (Warren, 1984b: 113-114) .
The predicative function of adjectives can be executed at anytime in the linguistic act, and the interpretation of the combination is to be made in accordance with the knowledge of real things and with the background that affects the linguistic act (cf Coseriu, 1992: 114-132) .
The application of the content of the adjective to the content of the noun
The predication established by the adjective in the combination of adjective plus noun consists in the projection of the state of affairs of the adjective on the state of affairs of the noun. This projection sometimes has as its most immediate result the creation of a new meaning where the content of the adjective is present, that is, it is a description of a particular object or some determined paiticularízed objects of the kind of objects denoted by the noun. In this case the emphasis and the result of the predication has to do with individuáis, that is, with semantic objects already determined and particularízed in one way or another so that a new semantic object, not a kind of semantic objects, is described. This piedicative ñinction, then, has a descriptive character on the semantic object denoted in the noun, and the noun appears as a state of affairs completely diffeient from the kind of semantic objects denoted by the noun. The state of affairs denoted by the noun is restrícted with the state of affairs denoted by the adjective. The adjective adds its content to the content of the noun, and both cré-ate a new state of affairs. As an illustration we can analyse the foUowing examples: In these cases the purpose of the communicative act is not to establish and sepárate different kinds of semantic objects but to describe the kind of objects denoted, projecting the content of the adjective on the content of the noun, thus creating new and different semantic objects. These objects denote particular semantic objects with designation in the real world, that is, they are previously determined, and thus oríentated to real things. The result is that the content of the noun is a new semantic object different from the semantic object denoted without the contributíon of the adjective. In the first example, the state of affairs could have been he is reading a book, and the communicative purpose of the expression would have been achieved: a book, and, a good book, appear as two different states of affairs belonging to the same type of semantic states of affairs. They both are determined and particularized with the same determiner, and they both have the same indefinite designation. The contribution of the adjective, by its mere participation, creates a new semantic object, projecting its content on the content of the noun.
But, as said earlier, these two predicative functions coexist in a combination. The adjective, at the same time as it describes, defines the state of affairs in the noun.
These two predicative functions of definition and applicatíon, have been interpreted in a different way by Dwight Bolinger (Bolinger, 1967) , J. Teyssier (Teyssier, 1968) and Beatrice Warren (Warren, 1984b) . They all coincide as to the different classes of adjectives although they differ in the ñames. Teyssier and Warren distinguish three kinds of modifiers of nouns: descriptors, classifiers and identifíers, and Bolinger distinguishes between reference-modification and referent-modification. They justify their distinctions differently:
there must be a tacit agreement between speaker and audience that entities of the descríption in question do indeed form a subcategory or speciaikind (Warren, 1984b : 11);
and, these two functions depend on the nature of nouns, which both ñame classes and desígnate individuáis (Bolinger, 1967: 23) .
Iho qucsiion is that adjectives perform these two predicative functions; that they are predicative elements which perform the function of predicating of something in two different ways; that these functions have to do with the combination of adjectives with nouns, that is, with the predication established by adjectives; that, as with the rest of linguistic expressions, the combination of adjective plus noun is influenced by and is to be interpreted in accordance with the knowledge of real things and the principies of general knowledge (Coseriu, 1992: 132-136) ; and that the combination is a instrument of communication used with the purpose of establishing a social relationship of communication between speaker and listener (Dik, 1981: 1) . The adjective projects its content on the content of the noun and makes up different relationships of predication, accepting within their own structiu« of predication the relationships of signifí-cation given by the noim, as the execution of one or some of their own parameters of meaning. The result is that the adjective defines the content of the noun, on the one hand, thus making up a classification of the possible kinds of semantic objects denoted by it, and alters the state of affairs predicated by the noun, thus creating a new semantic object, which, as it is usually determined by the Instruments of determination, proper of the noun, desígnate particular semantic objects with existence in the real world.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Adjectives are elements of meaning constituting a structure of meaning made up of different relationships of signífícation amongst the parameters that defíne it. They exist and have been created with the exclusive purpose of functioning in the language: they extend their own parameters of meaning in the combination where they appear, créate relationships of signification beyond their own structure of meaning and on the base of their own stnicture of meaning, and classify the kinds of semantic objects in the noun and project their meaning on the noun, thus contributing to the purpose of communication in a system of communication. Due to their character and to their function we can sepárate the aspects of meaning and function in them, distinguishing a structure of meaning, which is the expression of an open dimensión of meaning not deflned or specifíed in itself but with possibilities of deñnition and speciñca-tion at any of its points, and a structure of predication, which acts and functions on the noim in two aspects, with the function of definition of the noun and with the function of apphcation. In both cases it is the adjective that projects on the noun, the adjective that expands its structiu-e of meaning in accordance with the parameters of meaning it is made up of.
